
 

Patient Management, Demographic Data,  

Statistics and Billing/Administrative tasks 

Appointments Scheduler 

Advanced reporting features, vocal reporting, images management 

LIMS module for full laboratory and biochemistry results management 

Internet reporting publishing and sharing services 

Automation features, patients/samples history tracking 

Inventory, Digital documents, Instruments Interfaces 

… find out even more … 

  

Health.NET is one of the most integrated and comprehensive 

management software for medical and healthcare 

environments of any size  

Features 
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HEALTH.NET 

 

“A full integrated solution for healthcare services management, serving clinicians, 

secretaries doctors and administrative users as well as providing patients with a 

responsive and reliable software support” 

 

Health.Net is a real new deal in healthcare management software scenario.  

If you’re looking for a management system for your medical tasks, HIS, LIMS, LIS, HL7 

compliant, Privacy compliant software management system, Health.NET is a possible 

and reliable answer for you. 

 

Is a product that fully integrates, and gives you control on, all the required workflows 

in the healthcare working environment?  

 

As a modular system, you can buy only the modules you really need. That’s why 

Health.NET is a software solution for any size healthcare organization, from single 

practitioner to healthcare corporates. 

Last, our product is delivered with different optional support plans from basic to 24/7 

 

TECHNOLOGY AND SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

Developing environment  

Microsoft.NET in Visual Studio; SQL Server database; HTML5, JSON, SOAP and Javascript/Jquery for web 

modules. 

Min. server requirements 

Windows server form 2008 4gb RAM min., Multiprocessor, SQL Server 2014 or later (SQL express version is 

enough if no image management is required) 

Min client requirements (workstations) 

Windows 8 or later –Min monitor resolution 1280x768, Min. RAM memory 4gb 
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DESCRIPTION 

 

 

Health.Net is a comprehensive but easy to use and easy to learn software that can be used to manage 

workflows in any size healthcare environment.  

Is suitable for use in medium-sized facilities operating as outpatient clinic or in specialized medical centres; 

is also perfect for smaller organizations, professionals groups or single practitioners who need patient data 

management, EMR features, small laboratory and/or visits and examinations management and reporting.  

Speaking about wider sets, Health.NET is also an appropriate choice for use in large healthcare corporates 

where they may also need to treat clinical images, interact with other software management (hospitals, 

clinics, multipurpose healthcare facilities), and achieve more complex administrative tasks. 

 

All the features are integrated within the same product. Customers can decide to enable the real needed 

modules, matching their own custom working environment, saving complexity and useless expenses. 

 

 

FEATURES 

  

The core module, base for any setup, includes patients/samples Demographic data, Registration, basic 

Administrative and Statistical modules, Billing and Financial management tasks. 

 

General features 

 Multi user 

 Custom User based and Role based access to features and functions 

 Multi company and multi office/venue 

 

Patient/Samples registration and administration 

 Patient demographic data management, receptions and registration, personal information and 

documents management  

 Privacy compliance 

 Billing features and administrative tasks 
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 Assurances, Private and National Health Systems, Requests and Prescriptions Management 

 Full digital document management (Privacy modules, requests, prescriptions, etc.) 

 Cash Management for each user/role, balance analysis and administrative reporting 

 Personal and clinical digital documents management 

 

Registration Form sample screenshot 

 Quotations and booking system 

 Origins, Categories, Classes and Priorities patient/samples classification 

 Samples and Patient labelling system with plain or barcoded labels 

 Data correction and consistency maintaining tools 

 

LIMS module (Laboratory Information Management System) 

 Samples demographic data management and Anonymized samples processing 

 Full customizable test repository. Text, Numeric, Computed and Pdf result’s types 

 Workareas, Sectors, Origins, Outsourcing and other classification samples and workflow 

management 

 Worksheet and reports by Test, By Sample, by Workarea, by Custom groups and by Origin 
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 Work in progress monitoring queries 

 Different result’s input types: by Sample, by Test, By Worksheet, by Instrument, by Calculation 

or Automated and Default  

 

Instrument’s results review and validation form example 

Out of range results highlighted in colours 

 

 Attachments management: attach any file, graphic, pdf attachment as a Test result. Automated 

input interface available. 

 Quick access to historical and previous test and patient data 

 Normal Values, Results out of range control system and delta-check features, Alarms and ther 

result’s Management Tools 

 Operations Log and Tracking system 

 Instruments automation interfaces (worklist send and results return 100% error free) 

 Clinical and Analytical results tracking, control and validation 

 Statistics  

 Advanced paper and pdf reporting, custom templates, data analysis, web publish system 

 Documents and Reports digital sign 

 

Electronic Medical Record – EMR Module 

 Medical issues and problems  
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®  Allergies, Vitals, Hystory and Alerts 

 Emr data input form example 

 Medications, Prescriptions and Referrals 

 Digital documents management 

 Word processing documents and template driven report creation 

 

Scheduler and Appointments Module 

 Visual planning, Scheduling/Appointments system 

Sample calendar screenshot 

 

 Add appointments by Exam, by Doctor/Workarea, By Loacation/Venue 

 Automated registration booking 

 Preparations and Patient remainders  

 Search, Edit, Zoom, Copy/Cut & Paste and other useful tools for fast appointments management 
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Advanced medical features 

 

 Sender, Requesting, Referral, Internal or External doctors’ management 

 RIS for Visits, Consultations, Test and Prescriptions 

 

RIS Module: Integrated word processing for Documents and Medical Reports creation 

Precompiled texts, Templates and Previous results/reports access 

 

 Assisted reporting, Custom templates for each doctor and exam, Image management 

 Guided results input, standard texts, decoded results 

 Voice reporting 

 DICOM and analogic images management and reporting 

 

Image capture and selection form 
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 Productivity and financial statistics and analysis 

 Doctor’s fees, billing and payment management 

 Image acquire from any source (DICOM or analogic, files ad streaming) and RIS/PACS 

integration 

 

Productivity, Tracing and Security 

 Multiuser access, different access levels and layout 

 Custom menu for user, level, role, group 

 Multi company and multi venue/office management 

 Multilanguage and fully customizable user interface 

 Work and productivity statistics. Available for any workarea, doctor and group 

 Clinical and financial data import and export for integration with 3rd part purposes  

 Custom file driven data export (Excel, XML, HTML, PDF and more)  

 Registrations’ and Request’s control and export 

 Financial data integration with accounting or government external software and web services 

 Clinical reporting on csv, excel and other file formats (results export) 

 Reports and results web publishing system for users, patients and doctors 

 Full logging and tracing system 

 Advanced statistics for workarea, doctor and exam 
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MORE FEATURES 

  

Registration 

 Digital documents archive and management for single patient 

 Sms, Email and messaging system within patient, doctors and users 

 Assurances data interface and automatic data send/receive 

 Electronic service Card  

Laboratory 

 Samples and reagent inventory/ordering system 

 Custom alarms and messaging in workflow management 

 Samples’ Check-in 

Clinic and medical center 

 On-Line Scheduling/Appointment system service for Patients and Referrals 

 On-Line visit’s and examination’s report publish 

 Full RIS/PACS image management. Possible integration with existing systems or use of the 

integrated Omni PACS 

 Custom mobile Apps on demand 

Productivity and administration 

 Visual Editor for data export formats 

 Multi environment use from different locations and shared database 

 Full cash management 

 

 Custom data export for software integration and data exchange 

 Advanced analysis services (Business Intelligence) 

 Remote management and remote users access 

 

INFO 

 Health.Net is easy to use for every user who is confident with common computer software 

(Browser, word processor, etc.) and doesn’t require any special computer skill for users and 

administrators. 
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Our dedicated remote support allows a quick setup and configuration, easy learning, fast 

customization where needed, and an efficient help desk. 

Health.NET setup is easy and remotely guided by a personal assistant. The architecture is 

based on a central database server and common Microsoft Windows workstations over a LAN 

or WAN network. We provide scripts for automatic backups and optional “Always on” support 

to ensure working even in case of server failure. 

 

Pricing and payment plans 

We provide Health.NET as a service with monthly fee payment plans, based on the actual 

number of operating users and the different modules installed. 

We also sell a licensed version of the software so that you basically own it, paying once for a 

lifetime use. 

If you opt for a monthly plan it includes support and updates while buying the license you’re 

free to use the software for lifetime but have to subscribe an optional support/updates plan or 

ask our support on demand, if and where needed. 

 

DHARMA HEALTHCARE 

 Our company is into healthcare information technology solutions only.  

We rely on expert specialists in healthcare environment and software development with 

proven years of experience in private and public setups.  

The software is continuously updated to maintain high technology standards and improve new 

features as the workflows often claims. 

 

We provide on demand on site support and ongoing remote support, ensuring full functioning 

and reliability. We serve customers worldwide, providing services from our locations in Rome, 

Bruxelles and London. 

Our developers work with healthcare professionals to update the software according to real 

users’ advices and requests.  

Contact us for further info or any question at: info@dharmahealthcare.net 

 


